
Dyno Session Checklist

This is just a guide, but we feel it's in your best interest to complete this checklist during a thorough 

inspection before you arrive at the location of your scheduled dyno session. Failure to do so will 

typically result in extra fee's if problems arise and the dyno operator has to do the work themselves. 

Most of these checks are simple, but one step is no less important than the other.

Electrical          Fueling Mechanical     Turbo System

 No Exposed Wires  Capable Pump  Healthy Compression  Charge Pipe Secure

 All Connections Secure  Filters are Clean  Check Oil / Right Type  All Bolts Tight

 Ground Points Clean  Fuel PSI Gauge**  Check Coolant  BOV Secure

 No Check Engine Lights*  Any Leaks in System  Valve Lash in Spec  No Turbo Shaft Play

 13.5-14V at Idle  Right Sized Injectors  Timing Belt Slack  Oil Lines Unobstructed

 Half Tank of Gas  Coolant Lines Secure

Exhaust Ignition  Clutch Will Hold Power  Correct Wastegate Spring

 Correct Size Pipe  Does the Car Start?  Clutch Broken In  Boost Controller Accessible

 O2 / Wideband Installed  Plugs Correctly Gapped  No Oil Pan Leaks

 No Exhaust Leaks  Correct Coil for Appl.  No Valve Cover Leaks

 Plugged O2 Bung***  Access to OBD Ports  No Oil Filter Housing Leaks

Pay close attention to detail when checking items off this list. You'll save money in the long run, as 

repairing these items on the dyno will lead to extra costs. Some dyno centers will even cancel the 

remainder of your appointment without refund while you fix any issues, then require a re-scheduled 

appointment to continue tuning. This can add up fast if you come across multiple issues spreading 

across different appointments.

If you have any questions about any of these steps on the list, feel free to contact us! We can happily 

explain why it's important and in most cases, how to fix it if something seems wonky. Chances are, if 

you have any doubts about a part holding up on the dyno, it's a good idea to replace it!

     *Some Check Engine Lights are fine, but check with the dyno when making your appointment.

   **Not all tuners require this, but it can be helpful in assessing fuel related issues while tuning.

 ***If you dont have a Wideband, a tuner may install one for reading AFR's at assist in tuning.
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